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Thanks to 0wikipedia, Andrew Ng and others for many beautiful images. 



•  Machine learning is a field of computer science that gives 
computers the ability to learn without being explicitly 
programmed. 
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Machine 
Learning System 
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Decision Trees 

Size < 40cm? 

Long nose? 

Small Dog Cat 

Long tail? 

Cat ... 



Neural Networks 
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Supervised Learning 
•  Learning the underlying mapping from given input-output 

pairs. 
•  Classification: Given a set of previously observed good/bad 

applicants, learn a model to classify good applicants from bad ones. 
•  Regression: Given the data of a previous applicants, learn a model 

to predict the applicant ranking score. 
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Current Machine Learning 
Problems 
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Object Classification 
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Object Detection 
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Semantic Segmentation 
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Machine Translation 
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Machine Translation 
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Deep Learning 
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650,000 neurons and 60 Million parameters! 



•  Deep neural networks have shown major breakthroughs in 
many machine learning, computer vision, NLP, speech 
understanding... problems. 
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ImageNet Large Scale  
Visual Recognition Competition 

(ILSVRC) 
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Artificial Neuron 
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Training a Neural Network 
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•  Data! 
 
•  Advances in algorithms and theory 

–  Weight sharing through convolutions 
–  Relu 
–  Max pool 
–  Dropout 
–  Data augmentation 
–  ...  

•  GPU programming 
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Convolution 
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Dot product 
between pixels in 
the receptive field 
and the weights 



ReLu 
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Visualization 
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Weight Visualization 
from AlexNet 
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The 96 convolutional kernels of size 11x11x3 learned by the first 
convolutional layer on the 224x224x3 input images.  
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Learned Features 
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Figure 3: The network filter banks of the first (Left), middle (Center), and 
last (Right) layers, learned by fine-tuning GoogLeNet using the LifeCLEF 

2015 plant dataset.  
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Easily Building 
Deep learning Systems 
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Training Deep Networks 
•  Train deep neural networks from scratch: requires A LOT of data and 

resources  
•  Adapt a pre-trained deep network from a similar task domain – use as 

feature detector: provides reasonable performance even with modest 
data amounts and training times J 

•  Fine-tune: Change the last layer as needed and keep finetune some of 
the earlier layers’ weights. 
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Transfer learning 
•  Instead of training a deep network from scratch, you can take a network 

trained on a different domain (e.g. ImageNet) for a different source task, 
and adapt it for your domain (e.g. plant recognition) and your target task 
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Choosing a net to fine-tune.. 

•  GoogLeNet  
–  Winner of ILSVRC 2014, 6.8 million parameters  
Szegedy, C., Liu, W., Jia, Y., Sermanet, P., Reed, S., Anguelov, D., Erhan, D., 
Vanhoucke, V., Rabinovich, A.: Going deeper with convolutions. In: IEEE 
Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition. (2015)  

 

•  VGGNet 
–  Runner-up in ILSVRC 2014, 144 million parameters  
Simonyan, K., Zisserman, A.: Very deep convolutional networks for large-scale 
image recognition. Computing Research Repository (CoRR) (2014) arXiv: 
1409.1556.  
 

•  Also frequently used: ALEXNet, now Squeeze Network, ...  

•  Implementations in CAFFE, TensorFlow, Torch, Matlab, ... 
 



How to fine-tune? 
-> How many iterations: as many as you can 
afford. 
-> Data augmentation: how many more 
samples are to be generated per input image? 
-> Batch size: the number of input samples 
used during gradient calculation for weight 
update 
+ learning rate, weight decay, momentum 
(typically initialized to default values) 
 
The first 3 affect training time linearly!  
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Data Augmentation 
•  Training data is augmented with artificial samples, through 

translation, rotation, scale, reflection, elastic deformations, 
intensity variations..., in order to obtain more robust systems. 

•  Data augmentation is done internally within CAFFE and 
can be supplemented as well. 

•  Data augmentation is done to increase train data size by 
10xfold or more and is very effective in reducing 
overfitting. 
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Applications 
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ImageNet (ILSVRC) 
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Image Captioning 

40 Many images thanks to Andrew Ng.  



Face Verification 
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Shortcomings of  
Deep Learning SYSTEMS 
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•  Are they really learning what we think they are learning 
(concepts) or are they just catching on some discriminative 
aspects? 

•  Need for data! 

•  Humans can learn from a few examples. What is the next 
machine learning breakthrough?  44 



Adversarial Examples 
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Imperceptable 
perturbations made to an 

image can fool the 
system! 



Generative Adversarial 
Networks (GANs) 
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Generative versus Discriminative 
Classifiers 

•  Goal: Wish to learn f: x            y 

–  Discriminative classifiers (e.g. logistic regression, most 
NNs): Estimate P(Y|X) directly 

–  Generative classifiers (e.g. Bayesian classifiers):  
   Estimate P(X|Y) and P(Y) from data 
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49 By Yota Ishida 



Generative Adversarial Networks  
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A generative model is learned with the ‘help’ of a discriminator 
that calls the generated samples as Fake/Genuine.   
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Other Exciting Work 
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AutoEncoders 
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Recurrent NNs  
for Sequence Learning 

•  Speech, handwriting 
recognition 

•  Natural language 
understanding 

 

•  New architectures address 
the problem of vanishing 
gradients in long term 
dependencies by explicitly 
introducing keep/forget 
gates. 
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Word Embeddings 
•  In text understanding, NLP applications, words used to be 

represented as one-hot vectors 
–  No relation between similar words,... 
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Word Embeddings 
•  Word embeddings is a vector space of words 
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Multimodal Embeddings 
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AlphaGo - DeepMind 
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•  Further reading (where some of the content and images are taken 
from): 

•  deeplearning.net 
•  http://cs231n.github.io/convolutional-networks/ 
•  Papers by Hinton, Krizhevsky et al. 
•  http://alex.smola.org/drafts/thebook.pdf 
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